Providing the benefits
of AFS LOGICWALL
in an additional size,
adding further choice
and flexibility

“

AFS 200 D
Structural Walling System
D = Double Reinforcement
200 mm Wall Thickness

The two reinforcement layers of AFS 200D
and large stud openings provide the
engineer with a greater choice when
using AFS walling for heavily loaded
structural elements …

”

The AFS 200D is a further
expansion of the AFS LOGICWALL
range to offer structural
engineering firms an even greater
capacity and design flexibility in
the application of AFS walls.

AFS 200 D

“

… The two reinforcement layers of AFS 200D and large stud
openings provide the engineer with a greater choice when using AFS
walling for heavily loaded structural elements such as deep beams,
columns, shear and core walls while utilizing the benefits of the
product namely speed and the reduction of formed surfaces.
The AFS wall system in general, is greatly advantageous to builders
due to the shop drawn modular system and speed of construction
without labour intensive formworks and produces high quality finishes.
We recommend the wall system is of great advantage compared
to conventional concrete walls for multi storey commercial and
residential buildings, hotels, motels, office and shopping
complexes and hospitals.
TESTIMONIAL FROM SENIOR STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

AFS LOGICWALL
is all about …

”

Dimensions






200

Speed of construction
Shop-drawn modular system
Superior structural capacity
Complies with BCA fire and acoustic
performance requirements
 Optimum efficiency in materials
handling, not crane dependent
 Durable, quality wall finish
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Deep beams
Lift and stair cores
Sheer walls
Boundary walls
Blade walls
Transfer walls
Core walls
Retaining walls
Columns
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